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REVISION LISTING
DATE

DESCRIPTION

October 22, 2015

Initial Release

OVERALL ANALYSIS
Overall Analysis
STRENGTHS
•

Extremely quick off the ball

•

Able to quickly shed blocks and get into the offensive backfield

WEAKNESSES
•

Inconsistent on tackling

•

Inconsistent on blocking

BOTTOM LINE
Extremely quick off the ball. Very good to excellent straight-line speed. Can close the distance between
himself and the passer/runner very quickly. He didn’t always chase plays to the opposite side of the field, but
when the play was in front of him, he reacted extremely quickly and was able to close on the play fast. On
offense, he was an efficient blocker, but tended to screen the defender more than block the defender.
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OVERALL ANALYSIS
POSITION
Left Offensive End, Left Defensive End

TEAMS
1926 Milwaukee Badgers, 1927-34 Green Bay Packers

UNIFORM NUMBER
22
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OVERALL ANALYSIS
GRADING SPECIFIC FACTORS
SPECIFIC FACTOR
OVERALL:
OVERALL ATHLETICISM (QAB):
Quickness:
Agility:
Balance:
INSTINCTS:

GRADE

SPECIFIC FACTOR

GRADE

8.0
8.2
7.9
7.9
8.0

STRENGTH AND EXPLOSION:
COMPETITIVENESS:
MENTAL ALERTNESS:
INITIAL QUICKNESS:

8.2
7.8
7.9
8.4

8.0
7.9
n/a
8.0
7.6

SEPARATION:
HANDS:
ADJUST TO BALL:
RUN AFTER CATCH:

8.0
7.9
7.9
8.0

OFFENSE:
RELEASE:
PASS ROUTES:
RECEIVE LONG:
RECEIVE SHORT:
BLOCKING:
DEFENSE:
HAND USE: 7.7
DISENGAGE FROM BLOCKS: 7.8
PASS RUSH: 8.1
TACKLING: 7.9
RUN STOPPING: 7.8
LATERAL AGILITY: 7.9
*Lateral Agility and Balance grades take into account the poor field conditions in the 11/24/29 game.

OFFENSIVE/DEFENSIVE/OVERALL GRADE
8.0/8.0/8.0

NUMBER OF GAMES REVIEWED
1

SCOUTS
Primary Scout: Ken Crippen
Secondary Scout: Matt Reaser
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GAME REVIEWS
Game Reviews
GAME REVIEW
DATE

OPPONENT

November 24, 1929

New York Giants

OVERALL GRADE
8.0

BOTTOM LINE
Not all plays are shown. The field was muddy and footing looked to be challenging at times. On offense: Ran
very good routes. Efficient blocking. On defense: Extremely quick off the ball. The Giants usually had to
double- and triple-team him to stop him. However, that did not always work as he was so quick to get into
the backfield that the backs could not always stop him. Excellent straight-line speed. Able to close the gap
very quickly. Didn’t always chase the play on the opposite side of the field, but was fast in making a play on
his side of the field.
OFFENSE: The film did not show Green Bay on offense until the second quarter. Quick to shed a defender.
Later in the second quarter, Dilweg showed very good route running abilities. Quick to make his cuts with
excellent footwork. Good straight-ahead blocking. Able to push the defender back and turn him away from
the play. Later in the game, he ran an excellent out route, easily beating his defender for a good gain.
DEFENSE: Dilweg lined up at the left defensive end position (between the seven-technique and ninetechnique positions). He primarily faced right offensive end Glenn Campbell (#15). Extremely quick off the
snap. Able to quickly get penetration into the backfield. In the second quarter, Dilweg was able to shed
multiple blockers to get into the offensive backfield and pressure the passer. On the next play, he assisted of
a sack of the passer (#50). Later in the quarter, Dilweg chased down the passer for a sack and large loss of
yardage. Missed on a tackle, but on the next play, he chased down the runner (#0) to make the tackle. He was
also in on the tackles of the runner on the next three plays, including a very hard tackle on an inside run.
Dilweg had another sack later in the game. From a two-point stance, he used his speed to quickly get to the
passer and sack him before he had a chance to escape. Later in the game, Dilweg shot into the backfield to
tackle the runner from behind for no gain.
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GRADING SCALE
Grading Scale
GRADING SCALE
CLASS
Hall of Fame

Hall of Very Good

Other
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GRADE
9.0
8.5
8.0
7.5
7.0
6.5
6.0
5.5
5.0
4.5

DESCRIPTION
Rare
Exceptional to Rare
Exceptional
Very Good to Exceptional
Very Good
Good to Very Good
Good
Above Average to Good
Above Average
Average to Above Average
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